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Abstract
An identi¯cation method is proposed in order to detect more than one
outlying cells in multi-way contingency tables. The iterative proportional
¯tting method is applied to get expected values of several suspected outlying
cells. Since the proposed method uses minimal su±cient statistics under
quasi log-linear models, expected counts of outlying cells could be estimated
under any hierarchical log-linear models. This method is an extension of the
backwards-stepping method of Simono® (1988) and requires less iteration
to identify outlying cells.
keywords : backwards stepping, Bon®eroni's bound, deleted residual, forwards stepping, hierarchical loglinear model, in°uence, minimal su±cient
statistics, outlying cell, quasi-independence.
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Introduction

When a particular model is tested for ¯tting contingency table, it is known
that some outlying cells might cause signi¯cant lack of ¯t. Various criteria are
suggested in order to identify these cells. One kind of these criteria is consisted
of residuals, and another is of the di®erence of goodness-of-¯t test statistics.
Barnett and Lewis (1994) summarize ¯ve criteria among them and recommend
three criteria to test suspected cells for the discordancy. They also review exploratory approaches (Mosteller and Parunak 1985) and some other criteria like
tetrads which are represented with log odds ratio (Fienberg 1969, Kotze and
Hawkins 1984). Haberman (1973) suggests the following adjusted residuals r~ij
(cf. (1) below) to measure the di®erence between an observed count xij and its
expected counts m
b ij . Adjusted residuals are plotted on the normal probability
plot and could identify extreme cells as outlying cells. Here we note that
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where N = Ii=1 Jj=1 xij , xi+ = Jj=1 xij and x+j = Ii=1 xij are the total
count, ith row marginal, and jth column marginal of the table, respectively.
Brown (1974) estimates one omitted cell count, m¤ij , as a missing in I £ J
contingency table by
m¤ij =

(xi+ ¡ xij )(x+j ¡ xij )
:
(N ¡ xi+ ¡ x+j ¡ xij )

Then the estimated value is regarded as an observed one which is considered
as its expected value under the quasi-independence model (Goodman 1968).
The cells in°uencing too much on goodness-of-¯t test statistics are regarded as
outlying cells by the criterion of the deleted residual
r¤ij =

xij ¡ m¤ij
p ¤ :
mij

(2)

When decomposable models are considered for multi-way tables, Upton and
Guillen (1995) propose a general formula to estimate one possible outlying cell
by extending the deleted residual in (2). However, when the number of minimal
su±cient statistics for a certain model increases and there are more than one
outlying cell, this formula becomes too complicate to use this formula.
To detect more than one outlying cell, there are two identi¯cation methods, among others; one is the forwards-stepping method of Fuchs and Kenett
(1980) which tests from the most extreme cell to the least extreme, and the
other is the backwards-stepping method of Simono® (1988) which tests from
the least extreme cell to the most extreme. Simono® notes that the forwardsstepping method could cause the masking e®ect: the presence of more than one
outlying cell causes none to be identi¯ed as outlying (a complementary problem is the swamping e®ect in which the presence of outlying cells, more than
one, causes non-outlying cells to be identi¯ed outlying). He also notes that the
backwards-stepping method using deleted residuals results in the limiting of
both the masking and swamping e®ects. Nonetheless, as the number of the levels of categorical variables increases, two methods tend to take longer time to
detect outlying cells. Worse, it is impossible to identify multiple outlying cells
for multi-way tables.
In this paper, we propose a method which could identify several outlying cells
in multi-way tables. This method uses an iterative proportional ¯tting (IPF)
method to estimate suspected outlying counts. Since this iterative method uses
minimal su±cient statistics of certain log-linear model at each iteration steps,
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one could estimate suspected outlying cell counts under any hierarchical loglinear models. With this method, more than one omitted cell counts could be
estimated at once even in the case of multi-way tables.
By using the deleted residuals, the proposed identi¯cation method enables
to detect multiple outlying cells for multi-way tables. Since this method is a
modi¯ed version of the backwards-stepping method, both the masking and the
swamping e®ects might be involved in this method. Nonetheless this method
needs smaller number of iterations of calculation than that of the backwardsstepping. The proposed estimation and identi¯cation methods are explored with
simulation studies.
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An Iterative Method for Estimating Outlying
Cells

To obtain deleted residuals in (2) for two-way table, Brown (1974) treats corresponding cells as missing cells and suggests how to get the expected counts of
missing cells. For the identi¯cation case of multi-way tables, Upton and Guillen
(1995) propose an estimator, say perfect cell value, which can be obtained only
for decomposable models. In this section, we develop a method that gives the
expected counts of more than one missing cell on multi-way tables for general
log-linear models by using the direct extension of the Brown and IPF methods.
For describing outlines of an alternative IPF method in a general situation,
let us consider a I £ J £ K table, in which xijk is the (i; j;k)th cell count. Let
T be a set of all cell counts, and let S be a subset of T such that elements in S
are supposed to be counts of suspected outlying cells. For three-way tables, it
is well-known that the partial association model has no direct solution and that
the minimal su±cient statistics of the partial association model are fxij+, xi+k ,
x+jkg. With these statistics, we can construct the following iterative method for
estimating cell counts in S.
Iterative Estimation Method
Proc 1. Assign some initial values mqijk at step q = 1 for (i; j; k) 2 S. For
example, mqijk = 1.
Proc 2. Under a given quasi log-linear model, proceed the following ¯tting
steps with minimal su±cient statistics until a desired accuracy for the
corresponding cell is attained. For r = 1;2; 3; :: :,
x¤q

+jk
1. m¤q(3r)
= m¤q(3r¡1)
;
ijk
ijk
m¤q(3r¡1)
+jk

2.
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¤q(3r¡2)
¤q(3r¡1)
where x¤q
, x¤q
, x¤q
ij+ = xij+ ¡ xijk + mijk
i+k = xi+k ¡ xijk + mijk
+jk =
¤q(3r)
¤q(0)
x+jk ¡ xijk + mijk . Note m
b ijk is regards as the initial value.

Proc 3. The value m¤q
ijk obtained in qth step is regarded as an initial value
of the corresponding cell in (q + 1)th step. Then repeat iteration steps
in <Proc 2> for q = 1; 2; : : : until a desired accuracy between m¤q
ijk and
¤(q+1)
mijk in S is attained.
Then the converged value m¤q
ijk might be considered as an estimate of (i; j; k)
cell in S. Even if any positive values are given as initial values, above iterative
method is not a®ected by any choice of initial values. Positive initial values
always make marginal sums positive, so that estimation values of outlying cells
in S converge by properties of the IPF method.
Estimated values under the quasi-independence model in two-way tables
are obtained by the same way as Brown (1974) used. While Brown's method
estimates a single omitted cell value, this proposed method can do for multiple
omitted cells in S.
In multi-way tables, perfect cell values of Upton and Guillen (1995) could
be used only to decomposable models. However, proposed estimators could be
obtained more than one suspected cell and for any log-linear models in multi-way
tables as the expected values of the corresponding cells.
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Identi¯cation Method of Multiple Outlying Cells

Simono® (1988) propose the backwards-stepping method to identify outlying
cells from the least extreme cell to the most extreme cell in I £ J contingency
tables. To reduce the swapping e®ects attributed to adjusted residuals of Haberman (1973), he use the deleted residuals in (2) instead of adjusted residuals to
detect outlying cells. As the number of minimal su±cient statistics increases, the
backwards-stepping method takes longer time to detect outlying cells because
of many more number of calculations. Also, this method is restrictive since it
could be applied to only two-way tables.
We propose an alternative method to identify multiple outlying cells at once.
Moreover this method might have smaller number iterations than that of the
backwards-stepping, and can be applied to general log-linear models for multiway tables.
In this paper, some suspected outlying cells having extreme deleted residuals
are put into the set Sq , and the set Sq+1 is consisted with next considering
outlying cells. By comparing Sq with Sq+1, outlying cells could be identi¯ed.
That is, testing hypotheses could be obtained as
H0 : All elements in Sq+1 are outlying cells:
H1 : All elements in Sq are outlying cells:

(3)

The test statistic for the hypotheses (3) is
¢G2q = G2Sq+1 ¡ G2Sq ;
4

(4)

which is the di®erence between two generalized likelihood ratio test statistics.
One notes that this statistic (4) is identical with Cook's D-statistic to measure
the in°uence of the corresponding cells (Christensen, 1990). Hence the hypotheses (3) could be transformed to
H0 : T he cells which do not belong to Sq+1 but Sq
are not influential cells:
H1 : T he cells which do not belong to Sq+1 but Sq
are influential cells:
The test statistic ¢G2q in (4) follows Â2 -distribution with some degrees of
freedom which is the di®erence between the number of elements in two sets Sq
and Sq+1. When ¢G2q has smaller value, it means that there is no big di®erence
between two goodness-of-¯ts. Hence elements (cells) in Sq+1 might be considered as outlying cells. On the other hand, ¢G2q having larger value means that
elements in Sq might be regarded as outlying cells. And it could conclude that
some elements which do not belong to Sq+1 but Sq are not outlying cells. In this
method, we select as many suspected outlying cells as possible at the initial step
in order to reduce the masking e®ects. Thus, this method tests from the least
extreme cell to the most extreme with similar arguments of the backwardsstepping method. Therefore, we knew that the number of initially suspected
outlying cells in S1 is larger than that of S2 which in turn is larger than that of
S3 : : :.
Now we propose MOCI method which proceeds the following steps.
MOCI (Multiple Outlying Cells Identi¯cation) method
Step 1. Fit an appropriate model to a given contingency table. If it dose not
¯t well, proceed <Step 2>. Set q = 1.
Step 2. Calculate deleted residuals using (2) for all cells. Select some suspected
outlying cells that have large values of deleted residuals and put these
cells into Sq . Here the values of deleted residuals are compared with a
Bonferroni bound (©¡1 (1 ¡ ®=k), where ® is a signi¯cant level and k is
number of cells under consideration) in order to select suspected cells.
Step 3. After estimating the expected counts of suspected cells in Sq by the
proposed method in Section 2, recalculate deleted residuals of the cells in
Sq . If an absolute value of an deleted residual does not exceed a Bonferroni
bound, the corresponding cell is excluded from Sq and construct a new set
Sq+1 .
Step 4. The statistic ¢G2q in (4) could compare two sets Sq and Sq+1. If ¢G2q
has small value, then the cells in Sq+1 could be identi¯ed as outlying cells.
Otherwise, go back to <Step 3> to get deleted residuals of cells in Sq+1 .
A 5£5 data in <Table 1> is arti¯cially made by Simono® (1988) for describing the swamping e®ect, where (1,2), (1,3), and (2,1) cells are set as outlying.
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Using proper tables, we would compare the MOCI method with the backwardsstepping method.

row
1
2
3
4
5

Table 1: Arti¯cial Table by Simono®(1988).
column
1
2
3
4
18
41
41
20
39
20
20
22
24
20
20
16
20
20
19
19
23
19
20
17

5
21
22
18
19
20

¤ , in (2) of all cells are calcuExpected values, m¤ij , and deleted residuals, rij
lated under the quasi-independence model and shown in <Table 2>.

row
1
2
3
4
5

Table 2: Estimates of the Omitted Cells
column
1
2
3
4
41.9228
23.3728
23.3728
26.1050
(-3.6948)
(3.6461)
(3.6461)
(-1.1949)
20.4
30.7463
30.7463
20.0331
(4.1181)
(-1.9380)
(-1.9380)
(0.4395)
20.5556
21.6667
21.6667
16.7435
(0.7597)
(-0.3581)
(-0.3581)
(-0.1817)
22.4314
21.3296
21.8833
15.1554
(-0.5134)
(-0.2879)
(-0.6164)
(0.98756)
21.4413
22.5698
22.0056
16.5288
(0.3366)
(-0.7514)
(-0.4275)
(0.1159)

5
28.0473
(-1.3307)
22.0672
(-0.0143)
17.3545
(0.1549)
16.6263
(0.5821)
16.6755
(0.8141)

* ( ) : the deleted residuals.

One can easily found that the (1,1), (1,2), (1,3), and (2,1) cells have signi¯cant discordancy from observed cell counts. The values of deleted residuals in these cells are larger than a Bonferroni bound (2.87 with a signi¯cant level 0.05). Hence the four suspected cells are put in S1. That is, S1 =
f(1; 1);(1; 2); (1; 3); (2; 1)g. In next step, expected cell counts and deleted residuals of cells in S1 are obtained by the iterative method discussed at <Proc. 2>
and <Proc. 3> in Section 2, which are shown at the column of Step 1 in <Table
3>. Note that the estimated count of (1,1) cell is much di®erent from that in
<Table 2> and that the absolute value of its deleted residual is smaller than a
Bonferroni bound (2.24 with a signi¯cant level 0.05). After deleting (1,1) cell in
S1, set S2 = f(1; 2); (1; 3); (2; 1)g. Expected cell counts and deleted residuals of
cells in S2 are listed in the Step 2 of <Table 3>. The cell estimates in Step 2 of
<Table 3> are not much di®erent from those in Step 1. These deleted residuals
in S2 have larger values than a Bonferroni bound (2.13 with a signi¯cant level
0.05). The statistic ¢G2q = G2S2 ¡ G2S2 has a value of 1.25 (p-value=0.263 with 1
6

degree of freedom). Therefore, we might conclude that the (1,2), (1,3) and (2,1)
cell in S2 are outlying cells for <Table 1>.
Note that our method gives the same conclusion as that of the backwardsstepping. However, the MOCI method used only two steps to identify outlying
cells and takes much shorter time than that of the backwards-stepping of Simono® (1988), since Simono®'s method consider 20{30% cells of whole table
as suspected outlying cells. The masking e®ects are reduced much by exploring
more than one suspected outlying cells, and in°uences of corresponding cells are
also examined by ¢G2q with the same as Cook's D-statistic.

cell
(1,1)
(1,2)
(1,3)
(2,1)

count
18
41
41
39
G2Sq
¢G2q

4

Table 3: The selection steps.
Step 1
Step 2
¤
cell estimate
rij
cell estimate
r¤ij
24.5981
-1.3304
21.1699
4.3099
19.1567
4.9907
21.1699
4.3099
19.1567
4.9907
24.7930
2.8532
23.3095
3.2499
G2S1 = 1.34
G2S2 = 2.59
¢G21 = G2S2 ¡ G2S1 = 2:59 ¡ 1:34 = 1:25

Simulation Study for 5 £ 5 Tables

Properties of our method are examined and compared with the backwardsstepping of Simono® (1988) when quasi-independence models are ¯tted to 5 £
5 contingency tables. By the simulation studies, behaviors of outlying-cellsidenti¯cation procedure can be explored with respect to three key attributes.
1. Is the true level of the test close to the signi¯cant level ®=0.05?
2. How often are cells that are outlying identi¯ed as such to get information
about the power of the tests?
3. How often are cells that are outlying not identi¯ed as such (masked)?
As Simono® (1988) did, tables of size 5 £ 5 were examined in this simulation. These tables were generated using the International Mathematical and
Statistical Libraries (IMSL) routine GGMTN (IMSL 1982); there were 1,600
replications for each simulation run to compare the MOCI with the backwardsstepping. The test based on deleted residuals uses a Gaussian reference, whereas
a di®erence in G2 is compared with Â2 distributions.
Simulations exploring various alternatives were examined, which gives the
power (¯1 = Pr(detecting any cell outlying)), the probability of identifying outlying cells and only those cells correct (¯2 ), the probability of at least one cell
identi¯ed correct (¯3), the average number of cells identi¯ed correct (Nc ), and
7

the average number of cells identi¯ed incorrect (Ni ). The alternatives are de¯ned
by
8
p
(i; j) 2 S;
< pij (1 + ¢ij = N);
p¤ij =
¡
¢ P
P
:
pij 1 ¡ S p¤ij = TjS pij ; (i; j) 2 T jS;

(5)

where pij is the null probabilities, S is the set of outlying cells, and T jS is
the set of non-outlying cells. The null probabilities were uniform for a 5 £ 5
table. The table refers to four alternatives with N = 500 and three outlying
cells : (i) ¢11 = ¢12 = ¢13 = 30, (ii) ¢11 = 20; ¢12 = 30;¢13 = 40, (iii)
¢11 = ¡20; ¢12 = 20; ¢13 = 40, (iv) ¢11 = 30; ¢22 = 30; ¢33 = 30.
Table 4: Comparison of detection procedures under three multiple outlying alternatives to independence for 5 £ 5 table.
¯1
¯2
¯3
Nc
Ni
Nr
(i) ¢11 = ¢12 = ¢13 = 30
Backwards-stepping
0.806
0.206
0.389
0.908
0.795
115
MOCI
0.994
0.000
0.318
0.426
1.773
33
(ii) ¢11 = 20, ¢12 = 30, ¢13 = 40
Backwards-stepping
0.851
0.212
0.627
1.288
0.470
115
MOCI
0.998
0.002
0.577
0.787
1.660
33
(iii) ¢11 = ¡20, ¢12 = 20, ¢13 = 40
Backwards-stepping
1.000
0.281
0.999
2.260
0.579
115
MOCI
1.000
0.389
1.000
2.403
0.555
33
(iv) ¢11 = 30, ¢22 = 30, ¢33 = 30
Backwards-stepping
1.000
0.655
1.000
2.695
0.069
115
MOCI
1.000
0.768
1.000
2.956
0.263
33
* ¯1 is the power. ¯2 is the probability of identifying outlying cells and only those cells correct. ¯3
is the probability of at least one cell identi¯ed correct. Nc is the average number of cells identi¯ed
correct. Ni is the average number of cells identi¯ed incorrect. Nr is the average iteration number of
estimation of the deleted residual.

Since Nc is 0.908 and 1.288 in the backwards-stepping and 0.426 and 0.787
in the MOCI for (i) and (ii) cases of <Table 4>, respectively, the MOCI method
has smaller possibilities identifying correct outlying cells than those of the
backwards-stepping. However, Nc in the MOCI has larger value in (iii) and
(iv). Since minimal su±cient statistics play very important role in the MOCI,
it is much more susceptible to masking e®ects than that of the backwardsstepping when outlying cells exist on one row or one column. When minimal
su±cient statistics are much less a®ected in both (iii) and (iv) cases, the MOCI is
much less susceptible to masking e®ects than the backwards-stepping, that is, ¯2
and Nc for the MOCI have larger values than those of the backwards-stepping.
Moreover, the backwards-stepping needs many number of iterations because it
should calculate deleted residuals of almost all cells at each step, whereas the
8

MOCI requires much less number of calculations since only the deleted residuals of corresponding cells are obtained. The average iteration number of estimation for the deleted residual (Nr ) for the backwards-stepping is about 115
(=25+24+23+22+21) , but that for the MOCI is only 33 (=25+5+3). If the
number of categorical level increases, we could conclude that the MOCI takes
much less computing time than that of the backwards-stepping.
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Simulation Study in the Multi-Way Tables

In this section, simulation for detecting outlying cells in multi-way tables are
examined. Consider the case of 3 £ 3 £ 3 tables to explore the e±ciency of detecting outlying cells in general multi-way tables. Let [AB][C] be an appropriate
model to ¯t, and then there exist direct solutions to the model. The expected
count mijk could be obtained by using the following log-linear model
log mijk = u + u1(i) + u2(j) + u3(k) + u12(ij) :
Since (i; j; k) cell probability is de¯ned as pijk = mij+m++k =N 2 , we would obtain
the random sample of size 3 £ 3 £ 3 table. The alternatives in the simulations
are as in (5). With similar arguments as those of two-way tables, we could have
examined the power (¯1), the probability of identifying outlying cells and only
those cells correct (¯2), the probability of at least one cell identi¯ed correct
(¯3), the average number of cells identi¯ed correct (Nc ), and the average number of cells identi¯ed incorrect (Ni ). For model [AB][C], simulation results for
identifying outlying cells are shown in <Table 5>.
Table 5: Simulation Results for Identifying the Outlying Cells
¯1
¯2
¯3
Nc
¢111 = 30
1.000 0.059 1.000 1.000
¢111 = 30; ¢332 = 30
1.000 0.040 1.000 1.636
¢111 = 30; ¢332 = 30; ¢223 = 30 1.000 0.054 1.000 2.485

in [AB][C].
Ni
Nr
2.583 34
2.482 34
2.345 36

Table 6: Simulation Results for Identifying the Outlying Cells in [AB][AC][BC].
¯1
¯2
¯3
Nc
Ni
Nr
¢111 = 30
0.978
0.101
0.853
0.853
2.439
34
¢111 = 30; ¢332 = 30
0.986
0.057
0.917
1.410
2.890
35
In <Table 6>, consider the following partial association model [AB][AC][BC]
which does not have direct solutions.
log mijk = u + u1(i) + u2(j) + u3(k)
+ u12(ij) + u13(ik) + u23(jk) :
9

<Table 5> and <Table 6> show that Nc is smaller and Ni is larger than the
number of correct outlying cells, which means that the MOCI is much susceptible
to swamping. These results that would tell that the model [AB][AC][BC] also
involves the swamping e®ect such as [AB][C] model does. In particular, very
small value of ¯2 means that it is not easy to identify outlying cells and only
those cells correct. We need to remember that the MOCI can identify outlying
cells with much smaller number of calculations in multi-way tables.
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Conclusions

When some model is ¯tted for a contingency table, some outlying cells would
cause signi¯cant lack of ¯t for the model. It is well-known that these cells could
be detected by using residuals and goodness-of-¯t test statistics. Multiple outlying cells might be identi¯ed via the forwards-stepping or the backwards-stepping
methods, but these can be applied only to two-way tables and may require much
longer computation time.
This paper propose the MOCI method which detects several outlying cells
simultaneously, and takes much less computing time. Since the MOCI method
can be extended to multi-way tables, it could be utilized to various log-linear
models for multi-way tables such as linear-by-linear model, row and column
e®ect model, etc. We ¯nally note that our MOCI method can experience some
di±culty in identi¯ng outlying cells when there exists several outlying cells in
one row or column.
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